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Abstract: MarineVerse wants to promote and share the sport of sailing with the world by providing sailing education, growing as a sailor, socializing, and having entertainment using virtual reality technology. Current VR sailing applications are designed for Valve Index, HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, and Oculus Quest, and flagship products are MarineVerse Cup and VR Regatta.
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1. Introduction
MarineVerse (MV) started in January 2016. The idea was first tossed around in Hobart, Tasmania. The team had a chance to see the yachts finishing Sydney to Hobart race and relax in a peaceful apartment in North Hobart. After a brainstorming session, the project officially started.

Greg Dziemidowicz is the Lead Developer and grew up with sailing and technology. He started programming when he was eight years old and joined a sailing club when he was 12. Over the years, many people have contributed to MarineVerse and its various projects like VR Regatta, Big Breezy Boat, and others. A full list of credits is available inside the press-kits of individual projects.

MarineVerse aims to promote and share the sport of sailing with the world. MV is doing it by providing sailing education and entertainment using virtual reality (VR) technology, building VR sailing applications for Valve Index, HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, and recently, Oculus Quest.

Also, as a vision, MarineVerse aims to promote sailing every day by providing engaging, interactive sailing experiences that motivate people to try the real sport. Besides, allowing senior sailors (Figure 1) to stay connected to the competition and their sailing friends by providing an accessible VR environment that offers ample social opportunities and facilitates rehabilitation. The use of VR technology in the areas of rehabilitation and therapy continues to grow, with encouraging results being reported for applications that address human physical, cognitive, and psychological functioning [1-4].

When everyone is using VR on a daily basis, MV also wants to be a safe harbor, where you can meet like-minded people, sail together, socialize and learn, growing as a sailor. One of the first researches involving sailing and virtual reality is reported on the work from Walls [5], where the ability of fourteen competitive helmsman of different skill levels to sail a standard course towards the wind (upwind) was assessed using a virtual reality sailing simulator. The results indicate that the test used can differentiate between variations in upwind sailing performance over a wide range of ability.

2. Main Projects
MarineVerse flagship products are Marine Verse Cup [6] and VR Regatta - The Sailing Game [7] (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Screenshot from Marine Verse website. Allowing seniors to stay connected to the sport and their sailing friends.

Figure 2. Screenshot at Yatch mode inside Marine Verse Cup Alpha.

VR Regatta was the debut project where it brings entertainment and education together through virtual reality. The idea is to create experiences to enable more people to sail through the creation of games, training
experiences, and more. It is the leading VR sailing game for HTC Vive since 2016.

MarineVerse Cup is a competitive VR sailing game that brings multiplayer sailboat racing to every VR headset owner. Available to be joined daily and on weekly races (Figure 3), with varying wind conditions and courses that will test your sailing and racing skills.

![Figure 3. Screenshot at a racing board from MarineVerse Cup website.](image)

Both simulation projects aim to promote engagement in the sporting spirit of sailing, encouraging exercise, a true exergame. Exergames are known as digital games combining training with gameplay, which can improve youths’ health status and provide social and academic benefits [8] [9] [10].

However, it is perceived the potential of adults 50+ and seniors also to improve health status, as another project from MV provides. Big Breezy Boat (B3) [11] is the first mobile project aiming to democratize sailing by bringing it to affordable virtual reality, and it complements the debut project - VR Regatta - The Sailing Game that brought sailing to high-end PC VR.

### 3. Social and scientific contributions

Virtual reality sailing enables MV to provide sailing training and education at your home, more cheaply, and quickly. The company considers it a fun and engaging tool to reinforce what you are already learning on the water. As a newbie, advantages are that you can go at your own pace, focusing on a given subject for as long as necessary. On top of that, an instructor will be able to join you in the virtual world, if you need anything specific explained.

In the case of an advanced sailor, all of the projects can connect you with experts from around the world while VR offers a unique learning environment. In the last five years, MV took place in seventeen events to explore possible applications of virtual reality for promotion of the sport and potential future training applications, as recently as a partner in VR Fitness Summit 2020, presented by Virtual Athletics League (VAL).

As a social contribution, MarineVerse projects also have a high potential for social exergames to persuade seniors to increase physical activity [12]. The authors highlight that many elderly suffer from loneliness, making social interaction within exergames very important. In 2020, due to the pandemic situation, the number of adults 50+ and seniors players at MV doubled during the lockdown period.

For instance, the experience of one of the virtual sailors’ race, who started sailing in real life at eight years old and is now a 54 and recently started playing on B3: “immediately after involved my 80 year old mother too on her own Go, living not far from each other but during COVID time, in BBB relaxing, feeling like we used to feel when we were sailing, chatting and relaxing and being amazed!” When asked, “Who and why should try MarineVerse Cup?”, the same sailor did not hesitate to say: “Just anyone who has the slightest thing with watersports/sailing because it is just very realistic amazing immersive competitive feeling, incl relaxing and escape into VR (...) The sailing, the behavior of the boat it is like in real life, you can learn how to sail here and or just continue or start a hobby that gets you involved for a lifetime.”.

MV projects could eventually support research into these research areas, of how exergames can help to motivate the elderly to exercise more, focusing on possible social interactions in online exergaming and persuasive technologies. Enhancement of presence in a VR Sailing environment can also be conducted studies, as the work of [13] developed with a virtual training track with a large-scale visualization, rudder input, and haptic feedback on the mainsheet line.

Finally, MV also has plans to improve the Quality of Experience of participants using the system. Employing testing and using virtual questionnaires research for applied measurements that include not only game concepts such as flow, presence, video quality, and well-being but also sailing learning data analytics to attempt to identify success factors to guide designers of water exergaming systems.

### 4. Partners & Friends

MarineVerse partners and supporters cannot fail to be mentioned [14]. MarkSetBot is the world’s first robotic sailing mark. Led by a team of passionate sailors and innovators, MarkSetBot strives to grow the sport of sailing and improve the quality of race management through all that they do. MarkSetBots use GPS technology to hold position and zero in on a specific location, which may be dictated through an app or webpage. Changing courses becomes simple as marks are moved by dragging a waypoint and pressing a button. All this can be accomplished with precision greater than that of traditional marks.

MySail - Go Sailing is a crew finding and management platform for yacht racing. With MySail, skippers can easily organize and communicate with their regular race crew and find new sailors to join when they are short-handed. For sailors looking for their next - or first - crewing position, MySail provides a platform to connect with skippers and get out on the water more often.
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